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Wastewater Field Operations

There were a total of 48 service calls for the month of December. Of these, 24 were

system-generated alarms, mostly by low vacuum detection at a vacuum station. The

system-generated alarms were addressed quickly by the field staff. The reports below detail the

remaining 24 calls.

Date Address Incident Response KLW
TD

Issue

12/1/22 832
Narragansett

James from the
Health Dept called to
report a contractor
pumping sewer in

the road.

Tech found that a contractor was making a sewer tie-in at
the house next door and pumping tidewater (not sewer)

into the street. The connection was completed on 12/1/22.

No

12/1/22 399 Bowie
Lane

Customer called and
reported water

around the Pit in
front of Her house.

Tech found that the clean-out was dry, simulated the Pit and
everything was working as it should. Advised the Customer

to call a plumber.

No

12/3/22 225 Canal St Customer reported a
possible backup.

Tech found that the Surge Suppressor was clogged. Cleaned
the Surge, Simulated the Pit, and put it back in service.

Yes

12/6/22 137 Atlantic
Ave

Customer reported
an odor in front of
His house for the

past week.

Tech found a blockage on K.L.W.T.D. side of the lateral.
Jetted the lateral and cleared the blockage, simulated the

Pit, and put it back in service.

Yes

12/6/22 133 Valois
Blvd

Customer reported
water coming out of

Her clean out in front
of Her house.

Tech found that the Grinder Pump was not working
properly, replaced the pump, simulated twice, and put it

back in service.

Yes

12/6/22 25 Stillwright
Way

Customer reported a
possible backup.

Tech found that the hose on the Sensor Tube was clogged.
Cleared the Sensor Tube, Simulated the Pit, and put it back

in service.

Yes

12/7/22 102 E Shore
Dr

Customer reported a
possible backup.

Tech found that the clip that holds the valve in place was
broken, replaced the clip, simulated the Pit, and put it back

in service.

Yes
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12/11/22 853 Cardinal Amoray Dive Resort
called to report that

they were backed up.

Tech found that the Surge Suppressor was clogged, cleared
the Surge, simulated the Pit and everything was working as

should.

Yes

12/11/22 133 Valois
Blvd

Customer reported a
possible backup.

Tech found that the wiring harness to the Grinder Pump
was not sealing causing water to get into the pump. Tech

installed a new Pump, simulated, and put it back in service.
This is the second call-out to this address because of this

problem. Problem solved.

Yes

12/11/22 105 Sexton
Way

Customer reported
that sewage was

coming out of the
manhole in front of

her house.

Tech found that the controller, valve, and surge suppressor
were bad. Replaced parts, simulated the pit, and put it back

in service.

Yes

12/12/22 102800 O/S
Hwy

Customer reported
that her toilets were

not draining.

Tech found that everything was working as it should and
advised the homeowner that she would need to call a

plumber.

No

12/16/22 294 Loeb
Ave

Customer reported a
sewer smell coming
from Her showers.

Tech found everything to be working as it should, and could
not smell an odor. Advised the customer that She would

need to call Plumber.

No

12/16/22 46
Jeanlafiette

Chris from
Nationwide Plumbing

called to report a
backup

Tech found that the Surge and the Controller were bad.
Replaced parts, simulated the pit, and put it back in service.

Yes

12/21/22 102550 O/S
Hwy

Stacey from Riva
Motorsports called to

report a breather
that was knocked

over.

Tech found that the Breather in the rear of the address was
damaged, repaired the Breather, and thanked the Customer

for calling it in.

Yes

12/23/22 157 La
Paloma Rd

Customer reported a
sewer smell in His

house.

Tech simulated the Pit and found everything to be working
as it should. Tech could not detect an odor at this address.

No

12/27/22 30 Lime St Customer reported a
Breather that was

laying on the ground.

Tech found that the Breather was hit. Reinstalled the
Breather, simulated the Pit, and put it back in service.

Yes

12/21/22 155 Cort
Lane

Customer reported a
possible backup.

Tech found that everything was working as it should.
Advised the customer that he would need to call a plumber.

No
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12/22/22 198 Dove
Lake Dr.

Customer reported a
possible backup.

Tech found that everything was working as it should.
Advised the homeowner to call a plumber.

No

12/29/22 143 Garden
St

Customer reported a
possible backup in

Her house.

Tech found that the Pits timing was off Tech adjusted the
Controller's timing, simulated the Pit, and put it back in

service.

Yes

12/29/22 158 Dove
Lake Dr.

Customer reported a
possible backup in

His house.

Tech simulated the Pit and found that everything was
working as it should. Advised the homeowner to call a

plumber.

No

12/29/22 200
Harborview

Dr.

Customer called to
report a possible

backup in His house.

Tech simulated the Pit and found that everything was
working as it should. Advised the homeowner that He

would need to call a plumber.

No

12/29/22 99550 O/S
Hwy

Customer reported a
possible backup.

Tech simulated the Pit and found that everything was
working as it should. Advised the homeowner that She

would need to call a plumber.

No

12/30/22 96200 O/S
Hwy

Customer called to
report a possible

back in Her house.

Tech simulated the Pit and found that everything was
working as it should. Advised the homeowner that She

would need to call a plumber.

No

12/31/22 202
Mahogany

Dr.

Customer called to
report a possible

backup.

Tech simulated the Pit and found that the Fernco had come
loose. Tech replaced the Fernco simulated Pit and put it

back in service.

Yes
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